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This was the original game launched in 2011. Est. Profit of $3mil since 2011   
ORIGINAL FEATURES: Bio vegetables and fruits delivered in a fancy box 
home bought with Realfarm points.



The first quick thing to change in the game, it was the background of the 
farm. Had a wired angle and a heavy parallax code. 



I made a mood-board in order to tell the Korean team the vision I had over 
the new international game Farm2. It was very important to know where 
we had to go with the characters and buildings.



One of the ideas was to redesign everything in 3D, and keep the feel of the original 
game. But we all loved Hayao Miyazaki art and we felt that this could be the chance 
to build a project in that way.  



My main interest was to design something original and fresh.  
I knew that also the UX is going to be an important step for this to be accomplished. 





Mood-board for buildings. And started to sketch them



Learned about the game, menus functions and how they interact. Next step wast to 
simplify them. 
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Water you have

Complete growth 
use only one hourglass

Cancel plant

Balance temperature

Again: Crop status and 
time line

Crop status and time line
8Days/ 8Minutes in real 
life

These can be bought. We can see 
only how many we need, but not how 
many we have 

Chemicals to enhance 
growth

Chemicals to enhance 
growth

The first impulse was to group 
functions and take out non useful 
elements
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Timeline & Plant mood

Field Status

Finish now crop growth

Field Status

Humidity

Balance temperature

STEP 1

STEP 2



Water Crop

Humidity

Cancel plant

Time left only minutes

Finish now crop growth

Cold crops
Warm crops

Normal crops

Exit menu 

Balance Temp. 

STEP 3









I also had the wonderful idea 
to make a complete set theme 
with traditional houses. I went 
to Andong South Korea to 
Hahoe Village and studied  
Traditional Korean Houses. 








